ADJUSTABLE CENTRAL LOCKING DEVICE
for desks and cupboards

L3CTRDSKU

By means of one (top) drawer all the others are locked.

EASY TO MOUNT — apart from total height no further measurements necessary.

Individual fitting due to adjustable hooks.

To be mounted at the back — space needed 4 cms only.
Operation:
The bar (1) can move up and down. When it moves down the hooks (2) attached to the bar catch the drawer cramps (7) and they are released when the bar moves up.

Movement of the bar is produced
1. by the angle plate (8) of the top drawer which touches the bar at the pulley and pushes it down (closing position — see page 1)
2. by the pressure spring (4) that pushes it upwards (opening)

The hooks (2) are spring-loaded allowing for the drawers to be closed when the bar is already in closing position.

Pulley removable — bar can be cut to required length

adjustable

adjustable

The following constructions can be supplied:

1. For drawers situated on upon the other (see page 1).
   Top drawer locked with furniture lock.
   Details necessary when ordering:
   a) approximate height of desk or cupboard
   b) number of drawers

2. For drawers one upon the other
   operated by push-in cylinder
   Details necessary for ordering:
   a) approximate height of desk or cupboard
   b) number of drawers
   c) depth of drawers (precise adjustment possible later)
   d) cylinder (round)

3. For desks with centre drawer
   Details necessary for ordering:
   a) height of desk
   b) number of drawers left and right

all parts separately available.
Please state part number.